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gZ. Introduction
Dn denotes the symmetric space S02./Un. The homotopy groups z4(rn) are
called stable if q<2n‑1. The stable homotopy groups of rn have been determined
by Bott [4], he showed that in the stable range, rca(l"n) {lil ff4.i (SO), i. e.,

xq(Pn) ZZ for q=i2 mod. 4,
Tq(Pn) 21 Z2 for q!!O,‑1 mod.8,
rrq(rn) i{ O for all other values of q.
The first few unstable homotopy groups T2.+r(rn) of the symmetric space rn

for ‑1<r<l are calculated in [7] and [13] .
In this paper, we continue the Calculations of unstable homotopy groups of this

space and determine further steps of unstable homotopy groups of rn using of
fibrations r..i ‑ S2" with fiber rn and of fibrations S02n ‑ rn with fiber Un.
We rely heavily on Kervaire's ca!cu!ations [9] and Matsunaga's calculations [11],
[12].

The results are summarized in the following table :

Table of ff2.,,(rn) for k>1.
N)X((.

4k+1

4le

‑1

Z+Z,

Z(n‑‑1)1

o

Z2+Z2

o

1
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z

G+Z3 (k=1 mod

G (leNl mod
Z

4

Z

5

where G2!Z4 or Zs.

Zc24,n‑1)12

Zcn+1)l(2‑d,n‑1)/48

Z, (le=2 mod 3)
Z2 (leS2 mod 3)

4k÷3

Z

Z(,,.1)I12

Z,

o

Z+Z2

Zn! Or ZnY2+Z2
Z, (k=.O mod 3)

Z(21,n‑1)

Z2 (kl¥O mod 3)

Z+Z2 (d=2)

Z (d‑1)
Z(2a,n)

Z(n+2)l<24,n)/24

Z(tt+1)I(24,n‑1)124

G+Z,
G

(fe=‑O mod

(feeO mod

3)3)

3

3)3)

2

4k+2
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(a, b) is the greatest common divisor of integers

a and b. d(=1or 2) is a lnteger

such that rrsm+6(SOsm+4)EII&+Zh4d (See [9]). In

g3, we shall discuss on the coho‑

mology of rn. The homotopy groups of rn will be calculated in gg4‑11.

For lower

values of n, we shall be calculated in g12.

g2. Notioms
The rotataion group SOm is imbedded in SOm+r as the upper left hand block
and the unitary group Un is imbedded in Un‑.r as the upper left hand block. Let

im:SOm FSOmn and i'n:Un ‑‑‑. Un+i be inclusion maps and let Pm:SOm"i
,SOm+i/SOnt = SM and P'n : Un+i‑ Un+i/Un := S2"'i be standard natural proje‑
ctlons.

The unitary group Un is imbedded in the rotation group S02. as the subset of

(‑z

2)

matrices consisting of 2×2 blocks

and let y'n : Un , S02n be the imbedding.

Let Pn be the homogeneous space S02n/Un and rn: S02n ‑ rn be its quo‑
tient map. The natural map S02n+i/Un‑S02n+2/Un+i = rn+i is bijection and the
two manifolds have the same dimension. Thus we shall be used to identify these
spaces and the fibration

S02n/Un

may

S02n+1/Un

‑ S2n

be written as

(2. 1)

fen
rn ‑ rn+1 L' s2n.

We need the bomotopy groups of SOn ([9]) and Un ([11]) in the subsequent
calculations,

so we give them in the following tab!es :
Table 1. The groups z2n+i(at)

4

i=
n even
n odd

Zn! Z2 Z(n+1)1+Z2 Zc24,n)
Znl O Z(n+1)1/2 Z<24,n+3)/2

Z(n+2)le4,n)74s
Ztn+2)l(24,n+3)124
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Table 2. The groups rr.+.(SO.) for n>8.

×

8s

8s+1

8s+2

8s+3

8s+4

8s+5

8s+6

8s+7

‑z

Z+Z,

Z2+Z2

Z+Z,

Z2

z+z

Z2

Z

Z2

o

Z2+Z2+Z2

Z2+Z2

Z,

Z

Z2+Z2

Z2

Z4

Z

1

Z2+Z2+Z2

ZB

z

Zg

Z2+Z2

ZB

Z

Z2+Z2

2

Z24+Zs

Z+Z2

Z12

Z2+Z2

Z4+Z2sd

Z+Z,

Z12+Z2

Z2+Z2

3

Z+Z2

o

Z2

Zsd

Z+Z,

Z2

Z2

Z8

4

o

Z2

ZBd

Z+Z,

Z,

Z12

ZB

Z+Z2

In this table, d is anbiquously 1 or 2.

g3. Cohoinology greups of r.=SO(n)/U(n)
From [1, P. 203], rn is trosion free;additively, its integral cohomology groups
are isomorphic to those of the following product of even dimensional spheres:
S2 × S4 × ,..,,. x S2n‑2.

The cohomology ring H*(rn; Z2) has a simple system of generators, in the
sense of Borel [1, p. 141], evi,‑･･,crn‑i, with ai of degree 2i. In the fibre bundle

(Bu(n), P, Bso(2n), rn) with group SO(2n), the generators ai,･･･,a.‑i Iisted above
are transgressive ; the transgression of the generator ai is the Stifel‑Whitney class
W2i+i modulo the ideal generated by W3,･･･, W2i‑i.

Since the transgression commutes with the Steenrod operation, using the for‑

mulas of W. T. Wu for the Steenrod operations of the Stiefel‑Whitney classes,

we have

(3. 1) Sq2evi=( o
cri+1

for i even

for i odd

modulo the ideal generated by ai,･･･,cri and

for ii2 imod.4
3 mod.4
(3. 2) sq4ai =( gi'2 for im.,.,o'

'
modulo the ideal generated by ai,･･･,evi+i.

Consider the natural inclusion map len,t:rn ‑ r.+t. By the standard con‑
struction, we may consider that kn,t is a fibre map. Let r.,t be its fibre.

By Bott [4], kn,t : xi(rn) ‑ ni(I"n+t) is an isomorphisrn for i<2n‑1 and an

epimorphism for i=2n‑1. Thus rn,t is (2n‑2)‑connected and k".,t:Hi(rn+t;Z2)
, Ht(Pn ; Z2) is an isomorphism for i<2n‑1 and a monomorphism for i=2n‑1.
But H2"‑1(I"..t ; Z2)=H?"‑i(IJ'. ; Zli)=O. Thus k"n,t : H'(I"n+t;Z2) ‑ Hi(l‑'n ; Z2) iS
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an isomorphism for i<[2n‑1.

From the commutative diagram of fibre spaces

rn ' Bu(n) ' Bso(2n)

llen･t i l

1"n+t ‑ Bu(n+t) ' Bso(2n+2t)
we have
k"n, t(ai)=evi for i‑‑ 1, ･･･,n‑1,
le"n,t(crn+ti)=O for j'=O,‑･,tnd1,
where k"n,t : H*(I"n+t ; &) ‑ H'(r. ; k).
Let r be the transgession in the spectral sequence of fibre space k.,t : l". e
I".,t. Then there exist elements P.+jEiH2"'2i‑i(l"n,t ; Zd) such that T(Pn+j)==ctn+i' for

j=O, ,",t‑1.

From the dimensional argument,

(3. 3) H*(rn,t;Zli)=A(Pn, Pn+i,''',Pn+t‑i)
as additive groups for degree <4n‑2.
Since P.+i is transgressive and the transgression commutes with the Steenrod
operations, it follows from (3. 1) and (3. 2) that

Sq2P.,i=(

O for n+j even
Pn+pt for n+7' odd

and

Sq̀P'i"jPn+i+2
M‑(o for
for n+j=‑2,
n+7==o,3 lmod.
mod 44
We denote by rpn and vn generators of z2n+i(S") ={ 2h and 2‑primary components
Zts of z2n+3(S") respectively.

Consider a following cell complex K.,3 for each case ;
(i) nEiiO mod.4,

Kn,3=(S2"‑iVS2'2'i)Uge2"'3, g=av2.‑tVrp2.,i : S2"'2.S2"""iVS2n+i
(ii) nEiiil mod.4,

K",3=S2"‑i U gC(S2"VS2'i'2), g== rp2n‑iVav2n‑i : S2"VS2"'2.S2"‑i
Kn,3 =(S2'2fiiVS2"'i)Uge2'i"2, g==p2.‑iVv2..i : S2"'2.S2"miVS2"'i
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(iv) nE‑3 mod.4,
Kn,3==S2"‑i U gC(S2nVS2"'2), g== ve.‑iVv2..i : S2'iVS2n+2‑S2n‑i

where a=O mod. 2.
We denote by PG the direct sum of the free part and p‑primary components of
a group G. Then, from Lemma 2.5 of [8] and Proposition 8.1 of [16], we have
the following Proposition.

Proposition 3.1 The grouP 2rci(r.,3) is isomorPhic to 2xi(K.,3) fbr i<4n‑2

and n>2.
Using the exact sequence of Lemma 3.1 of [8], we obtain
Proposition 3.2. The grouP 2T2n+i(rn,3) is isomorPhic to the corresPonding
grouPs

×
‑1

4le

4le+1

4fe+2

4le+3

Z

z

Z

z

o

Z2

o

Z2

o

1

Z+Z,

Z

Z+Z2

z

2

Z4 Ol‑ Zs

Z2

o

3

z

Z

Z+Z2

4

Z4

Z4

Zs+Z2

5

Z2

o

Z2

Zs+Z2

g4. The gyoups fz:2n(rn‑i) amd ?v2n(XnH2) for nl;})8.

For convenience, we will assume always that n=‑O mod. 4 in gg4‑11.

We consider the exact sequence
T2n(S02n.3) ktltl:en 3 x2n(SO2n..2) tt2Tzn(S2n‑3) ‑ nn.nmi(S02n‑3) ‑ x2n‑i(S02n‑2)

namely (table 1),

o }z2 tt'"3 zm+z2 tt'2 Z24‑Z+Z2‑l
From the fact that image of P2."2=2Z24, there exist generators x, y of
Z2n(S02n‑2‑) SUCh that

(4. 1) P2n‑2(X)=2V2n‑3,
y = i2n‑s(Y')
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where x, y generate Z12,

Zll in T2n(S02n‑2)

t'v

Zi2+Z2 resp., y' is a generator of

rc2n(S02n‑3) !il Zli and v2n‑s ls a generator of z2.(S2"‑3) !lll Z24.

By [11], we have the exact sequence

o‑
namely

X2n(Un‑2)

P'n‑1

rt2n(U'n‑1)

'

rc2n‑1(Un‑2)

ff2n(S2n"3)

‑o

(see table 1),

o‑

ttlth4

Zh!(24, n‑2)!4s ‑ Zn!12

Then we may shoose the

Now

‑ o.

generator e of T2n(Un.i) such that
n‑2)v2n‑3.

p'.‑i(0) ‑‑ (24,

(4. 2)

‑ Zt24,n‑2)

consider the commutative diagram
T2n(Un.i) Zet ZSt i z2n(S02n"2)

×/

P'n‑i Xtst / P2n‑2
rc2n(S2nm3)

Put 1'nvi(0)=ax+by (O<a<12, O<b<1). From (4. 1)

and(4. 2),

we have 2ai‑!:(24,n‑2) mod. 24.

Consider the commutative diagram
T2n(Un‑1) Z{'!:l.i 1

T2n(S02n‑2)
l i2n.‑2

×

]" n .‑ IX

NNN,,
rc2n(S02n‑1)

Then, from [7],
Since

i.nn‑2(SV)=:O

(4. 3)

rt

n‑t

rr2n(S02n‑1/Un‑1>･

follows that r' n‑1 iS an isomorphism onto. Thus d'..i is trivial.
and i2n‑2(y):O by [91, we obtain that
it

1'

n‑i(0) == ((24,

n‑2)/2)x

where (24, n‑2)/2 is an odd lnteger.

From

the exact sequence

ff2n(Un‑1)

and

(4. 3),

7n‑i

we obtain that

av2n(S02n‑2)

nzn(l'n‑i) ‑

rran‑i(Un‑‑i)=O
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To..(l'n"i) E}I Cokernel of 1'nmi
{lll Zk2d, n‑‑2).

Consider the homotopy exact sequence associated to the fibration qn‑2:I'.‑i

‑ S2n‑4.'
rr2n+1(S2il‑4) ‑ rc2n(t'n..2) ‑ T2n(l"n‑1) ‑ T2n(S2nM4).
Then, from T2n+i(S2"‑̀)=rr2n(S2"‑4)=:O for n>8, it follows that
T2h (I"n‑".) !'l: r2n(l"n.t)

There fore we have
z2n (l'n .‑2) or T2n (l 'n"t)

!II Z(24, n‑2)

g5. The group re:,,+i(r.‑i) for n;}r8.

Writting rn==SOzn‑i/Un.!, rn.i=S02n..2/Un.t, we have a commutative diagram
T2n+1(Un‑1) ' rr2n+1(S02n‑2) k' t rr2..1(l'.‑!) d‑'be1

(s. 1) li"an‑D ikn‑i
r'rr a'n

T2n+1(Un‑1) mel‑ rr2n+1(S02n‑1) ‑ rr2n+1(I"n) ‑

. rr2n(S02n‑2)
T2n(Un‑i)Zt'!ZSt

l
T2n(Un‑1) ‑ rt2n(S02n‑1)･
Since 2r2mi(Un‑i)==O and Prc2n+2(S02n‑2)=Prr2n+i(S02n.i)=O for odd prime P, we

have that rn.i and r'n are monomorphisms. Then, from (4.3) and the exactness
of the upper sequence of diagram (5. 1), it follows that there exists an elementeof
T2n+i(['n‑i) such that

(5. 2) rin‑i(e)= (24/(24, n‑2))0
where e is a generator of T2n(Unpi).

On the other hand, by [7], we have the exact sequence
O ‑ ff2n+1(S02n‑1) , rc2.+1(I'.) a'n. r2.(U.‑1) ‑O,

namely
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A'n

. O‑Z2+Z2‑Z2+Zn! 'Zn!x2 'O･
Then we may shoose generators 2, C of T2n+i(l'n):‑M,Zle‑FZ"! such that

(5･ 3) zi'.(2):=O and ri'.(g)=e
where 2, C generate 4, Z5ii in rr2n+i(rn) respectively.

Now put kn‑i(e)=aZ+bg, where a==O or 1 and O<b<n!. Then, from (5. 1) and
(5. 3), we have

'
An..i(6)=n'nk.‑i(g)=aid'.(Z)+bA'.(q)=bO.

From (5.2), we have
24/(24,n‑2)iib mod. n!/2.

Thus we have

(5. 4) fe.‑i(6)=a2+(24/(24, n‑2)+(n!/2)l)(
for some integer l.

Since Z, 4 generate Zb, kti, we obtain that

2len‑i(e)=(48/(24, n‑2))CtO
for n)8. Then we obtain that the order of 6 is n!(24, n‑2)/24, since lenHi is a

monomorphism and C has order n!. On the other hand, from (4. 3) and the upper
;¥r2Ci,￡e‑q2U)e/n2C4e. 8fhel5e'fgl'e witefOh150vWeSthtahtat the group z2n+i(i"n‑i) has.order

(5. 5) rc2n+1(Tn‑1) or Z;tl(24,n‑2)/24･
g6. F[g]he groups fv2.+a(1"'n) amdi fv2n+4(rn+i) for n;})4.

Consider the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration SO:n/U,i=Z'n:

rc2n+4(S02n)‑T2n+4(l"n) ‑ n2n+s(Un) Lt rr2n+3(S02n) ' z2n+3(I"n)

namely
O ‑ T2n+4(l'n) wwL' Zk24,n) ‑ Z+Zll 'm‑' Zl
Then the above sequence shows that
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(6. 1) z2n+4(1"n) i! Kernel of jn
21! Zk24,n)12･

From the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration qn :I'n.i ‑ S2" and

the

fact that n2n+d(S2'i)==fl2.+s(S2")=O, it follows that

(6. 2) T2n+4(Z‑n) II: Z2n+4(I‑n+1).
or' Z( 24, n )x 2･

g7. 'The groups ftr2n+2(r.) and fz:2n+2(i"tt"t) for n;}}'8.

Consider the homotopy exact sequence associated with the figration qn‑i:

1'n

, s2n‑2;

T2n+3(S2n‑2) } T2n+o.(I"n.‑i) ‑ T2n+2(l'n) ‑ rt2n+2(S2n‑2).

From the well known results that

(7. 1) rc.,4(sM)=O for m>6 and rc"t+s(S"')=O for m>7,
it follows that
X2n+L,(I'n‑1) {ll!I rt2n+2(t'n)
for n;}})5.

Consider the exact sequence of the fibration S02nm2iUn‑i=rn‑i l

(7. 2) rt2n+2(S02n‑2) ‑ To.n+2(1'n‑･1) ‑ T2n+1(Un‑1) ‑ ff2n+1(S02n‑2)
where z2n+2(S02np2) I!l Zts and rr2n+i(S02nmi) {}E Z￡.

Thus we have that

(7. 3) PT2n+2(1'n‑1) um'ua‑V PT2n+t(Un‑1)
or‑ PZI[24, n+2)12

for odd prime P.
Since 2T2n+t(Un..i)==O, it follows from the exactness of (7. 2) that

(7. 4) 2T2n+2(l'n..i) is a cyclic group of order at most 8.
Consider the homotopy exact sequence associated with the fibration kn,3:rn
l'in+3 with fibre l‑n,3 in the sense of g3;

rc2n+3(Z"n+3) ‑ x2n+2(['n,3) ‑ w2n+2(I'n) ‑ rc2n+2(1"n+3)

'
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where ff2.+3(I‑n+3)=O and n2n+2(l'n+3) or Z

From the exactness and (7. 4) we have
n2n+2(I‑n) :I T2n+2(l'n,3).

On the other hand, by Proposition 3, 1,
2z2n+2(Z'n, 3) ll)l 2rr2n+2(Kn,3)

a=O or4
l]i! ( z4Z6ifif
a=::2.
Thus
2rr2n+2(1‑n) {I)! Zb Or Z4

Therefore we have
T2n+2(1"n‑1) 21! T2n+2(I"n)

G+Zh(G
forfor
n+2E‑L'O
El}!
n+2io (3)
(3)
where G E}! Z4 or Zts

g8. The group fzr2,,+s(l'n+i) for n)4.

Consider the commutative diagram

(8. 1) rc2n+s(l"n)

An

" rc2n･F4(Un) ‑ rr2n+4(S02n)=:O

lkn li'n l

rt2n+s(1'n+i) An+; ff2n+4(Un+i) j12+i' ff2n+4(S02n+2)

with exact rows.
From [11], z2n+4(U") ["!: Z(n+2)!(o.4,n)i4s and let6it be its generator. From the upper

exact sequence of (8. I), it follows that there exists an element r of rr2n+s (]n) such

that k.(r)=6n. Since i'n:rc2.+4(Un) ‑ T2n+d(Un+i) is a monomorphism, i'nan(r)
has order (n+2)!(24, n)/48. From the commutativity of (8.1), nn+ikn(r)=i'nan(r).
Thus the element fe.(r) of rr2.,s(l'..i) is of order at least (n+2)!(24, n)/48.

Consider the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration q.,i : 1".,2 ‑. S2"'2 ;
O"=rc2n+6<S2n+2) N‑ z2n+s(l"n+1) ‑ x2n+s(l'n+2) ‑ rr2n+s(S2n+2>
‑ z2n+4(I"n+1) kH‑‑t‑‑+1 T2n+4(l'n+2).
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Here, from [7], we have tliat le..i:T2...4(I'.+i) ‑ x2.+4(I'n+2) is trivial and
the group rr2n+s(l".+2) is of order (n+2)!. Hence, from (6.1) and (6,2), the above
exact sequence shows that the group rc2.,s(l''..i) is of order (n+2)!(24, n)/48.

Thus we obtain that the element kn(r) must be of order (n+2)!(24, n)/48 and
z2n+s(['n+i) is a cyclic group, i. e. ,

(8. 2) x2n+s(1'n+1) or Z(n+2)1(24,n)148･
Now consider the exact sequence
x2n+s(Un+i) :Ztt!t'g'i+i T2n+s(S02n+2) ‑ rr2n+s(l"n+i) ' rc2n+4(Un+i)

' Z2n+4(S02n+2) ' Z2n+4(I'n+1) ‑ rc2n+3(Un+1):=:O
of the fibration rn+i;S02n+2 + Dn+i, where rc2n+4(S02n+2)Eli!Zm and T2n+4(Un+i)EII
Ztn+2)ii2. Thus, from (6.2) and (8.2), it follows that the homomorphism

(8. 3) in+1: T2n+s(Un+1) ' T2n+s(S02n+2)
is an epimorphism.
g9. The groups re2n+6(rn+i) and re2tt+6(rn+2)

From the homotopy exact sequence
T2n+7(S2n+2) ‑ z2n+e(lin+1) ‑ T2n+6(l'n+2) ‑ T2n+6(S2n+2)
of the fibration qn+i : l'n.2 ‑ S2"'2 and (7. 1), we obtain that

(9. 1) rt2n+6(f"n+1) 21i! T2n+6(1"n+2).
Consider the exact sepuence
(9･ 2) x2n+6(S02n+2) ‑ ff2n+6(l'n+1) ‑ ff2n+s(Un+i) Zt'!ilSi"i rr2n+s(S02n+2)

of the fibration rn+i:S02n+2 ‑‑‑, f‑n+i where T2n+6(S02.+2)=IZtsd (d=1or 2) and
T2n+s(S02n+2) Z th. Thus we have

(9. 3) Pff2n+6(l"n+1) 211 Prc2n+s(Un+1)

n+1"O mod
mod33.
{)! ( ZbO n+1=‑O
for odd prime P and
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(9. 4) x2.+6(1'n+i) is finite.
Consider the exact sepuence
(9. 5) z2n+7([')i+s) " rt2n+6(I'n+2,B) mme"‑"' rc2n+6(1'n+2) ' rc2n+6(l'n+s)
of the fibration le.+3,3: 1".+2 ‑ Ii.,s in the sense of g3 where rr2n+7(Pn+s)Gi'tZli
and n2n+6(1'"n+s) ={ Z. From Proposition 3. 2,

2z2n÷6(I"n+2,3) !l2rr2n+6(Kn+2,3)

r‑rm‑&.
Thus from <9. 4) and (9. 5),

(9. 6) 2T2n+6(IT.+2) is of order at most 2.
Let n￠O mod. 8. Frorn (8. 3) and the exact sequence (9. 2), we obtain that the

sequence

Zl3d ‑ rc2na.6(Ii.,i) ‑ Z4 1""iF th ‑ o

is exact. Thus, from (9.6), we have

(9. 7) 2rt2.,6 (l'.,i) E!I! Z2 for n;z:O mod 8.
Letn=‑O mod,8. WritingI'.,3=S02.,s/U.+2. Then, from (8,3) and (9.2), we
have a commutative diagram

(9. 8) z2n+6(Un+i) Zt'!±l"i T2n+6(S02n+2) 'n2n+6(jin･yi) ‑O

ii'n+i li''2n+2
't
z2n+6([7'n+2) g‑ti+2
z2n+6(S02n+s) ‑ fl2n+6(I'n+3)=O

Xxxo, //o
x2n+7(S2n+s)
with rows exact.
From[9], we may shoose the generator w of n2n+6(S02n+s) such that O(o22n+s)==
4w, Since ]"..2 is an epimorphism and a' : rc2n+7(S2'i'5) ‑ rr2n+6(Un+c) is a split

monornorphism, we can shoose generators Pn+2, P'n÷2 of rr2n+6(Un+".)2Z(n+g)!+Zh
such that

(9.9) j'n+2(Pn+2)=W and j'n+2(P'n+2)==4w.
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From [11], there exists a generator 6n+i of T2n+6(Un+i) = Zkn+3)y2 such that

(9. 10) i'n+i(6n+i)=2Pn+2+P'n+2
Thus, from the commutativity of (9. 8), (9. 9) and (9. 10),
iit2n+21'n+t (6n+1)̀ jin+2itn+i(6n+1)

=6w.
On the other hand, since i''2n+2 : rr2n+6(S02n+2) ‑ T:n+G(S02n+s) iS an ePimOr‑
phism and rr2n+6(S02n+2) is a cyclic grOUP, ]'n+i:z2n+6(Un+i) ‑ T2n+6(S02n+2) iS nOt

an epimorphism.
Thus, from (9. 5),

(9. 11) 2T2n+6(I'in+1) or Zll.
From (9. i), (9. 3), (9. 7) and (9. 11), we have
T2n +6 (l 'n +1) E'II rr2n +6 (l 'n +2)

forn+1='O
n+1;zSOmod･
mod.3
21(zBZ2for
3･
. ss ZO. The group va2n+7(I"n+2) for n)8.
Writing I"n+3==S02n+6/Un+3, I"n+4==S02n+7/Un+3, we have a commutative diagrain

(10. 1) rr2n+7([in+3) le‑t+3 n2n+7(i'ne4) 'fl2n+7(S2?l+6)

r'n+3// XXxrn+3 r.+4XXx

Xx. ×
rr2n+7(S02n+s) / ' i.on+s
rr2n+7(S02n+6)
‑ Z2n+7(S02n+?)
'

namely (table 1 and [7])

Z+4 ‑ Z+& ‑ th

./ti i
Z+4‑Z ‑ l
From [7], the following sequence

O , r2n+7 (['fi+3) k‑t+B r2n+7(I"n+4) ‑ fl2n+7(S2n+9) ‑ O

is exact. Let e', ￠' be generators of rr2n+7(I"n+4) which generate Z, th in rr2n+7(l'n+4)
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respectively. Then we can shoose generators 6, ip of ff2n+7(l"n+3)2ilZ+Zb such
that

(10. 2) k.,3(e) ==26' and km3(￠)=￠'
where g, ip generate Z, Z2 in rc2n+7(1"n+B) respectively.

Moreover, we can shoose a generator ui of the free part of n2n+7(S02n+i) (i=5,
6 and 7) such that

(10. 3) i2..i(ui)==zti+i (i=5, 6)
by [9].

From [7], we have

(10. 4) r.,4(u,)=((n+3)!/2)6'+ip'.
From (10.2)‑(10.4) and the commutativity of the diagram (10.l) we obtain
that

'

(10. 5) r'..,3(us) == ((n+3)!/4)g+￠.
Consider the homotopy exact sequence associated to the fibration P2n+4 : S02n+s

‑ S2n+d ;
O yT2n+7(S02n+4) Z‑tn+4 n2n+7(S02n+s) P‑tn+4 rt2n+7(S2n+4)

‑ rt2n+6(S02n+4) ‑ rr2n+6(S02n+s) ‑ O
namely

O‑ Z+ Zi ‑ Z+ ts , Z￡4 y Z4+Zi4d , Zg ,O
where d=1 or 2. Then we can shoose generators u4, za'd of rc2n+7(S02n+4)=Z+Z2

such that generate Z, Zb respectively and ･
io.n+4(U4) == 2Us, i.on+4(U'4)=U's if d=1

(10' 6) (i2.,4(u4) == zas, i2n+4(u'4) ==U's if d=2'

From the commutative diagram
z2n+7(Iin+3) Q'!±{l'"2 T2.,7(S2"'4)

r'n+3XXxx //P2n+4
T2n+7(S02n+5)
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and (10. 6) we have

O if
q.,2r'n+3(Us)=P2"'4(U5)="( 12v2..4
if d=2
d=1'
From (10. 5)
qn+2r'n+3(us)=qn+2((n+3)!/4)6+ip)

=((n+3)!/4)qn+2(e)+qn+2(ip)

=qn+2(ip) for n?8.
(Since (n+3)!/4=‑O mod 24 for n)8).
Thus the element ip of order 2 is in the image of kn+3 : T2n+7(I""+2) ‑

r2n+7(rn+3) if and only if d==2. Therefore, from the exact sepuence o ,
rr2n+7(l'n+".) m‑"" r2n+7(l‑n+3) ‑ rc2n+7(S2fi+4), we obtain that

ff2n+7("n+2) {}!{Z'Z2 li d,irmi.

g11. The group fv2n+t (1‑'n‑g)

Consider the exact sequence
rr2n+2(S2nH4) ‑ x2n+t(I"n.2) ‑nt‑‑+ rr2n+1(I‑n.1) ‑ n2n+1(S2nH4) = O

' '
where T2n+2(S2n‑4 )=
tv &. Thus we have
Prc2n+1(l"fi ‑l) = Pz2n+1(I 'n ‑.1)

II‑; PKi!(24,n.2)i24 by (5. 5)

for
odd prime P. ･
Consider the homotopy exact sequence associated with the fibration len‑2,3 : I"n.2
‑ l'nn ;
2rr2n+1(rn.2,3) ‑ 2z2n+1(l'"iz"2) ‑ 2T2n+1(rn+1) nrm'‑+ 2rc2n(I'nm2,3)

‑ 2T2n(l'n‑2) ‑ 2T2n(I'n+1) ‑ 2rr2nml(l'n‑2,3)
where 2rr2.(l"n+i) CII & and 2rr2n+i(1'in+i) fll{ 2Z)i!.

From Proposition 3. 2,
2rr2n+1(I"n.2, 3) {I! 2rc2n+1(Kn ‑2, B) =: O,

2rr2n(l'n‑2,3) :! 2r2n(Kn‑2,3) Ell! Z4,
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2T2n.1(l'n.2,3) I! 2rc2n‑1(Kn.u2,3) {I):' Z

Thus from the above sequence we have
2rr2n+1(l'ne2) :l 2Znl(24,n‑‑2)124･

Therefore we have
X2n+i(1"n‑2) or' ZLt!(24,n‑2)124.

g12. The homotopy group of rn for lower values of n.
We compute the homotopy groups rr2n+i(]n) of i'n for lower values of n.
We can be identify the two manifolds S03/Ui and SOs/U2. Thus the well known
result S02=Ui implies that
S04/ U2 == S2.

Therefor r2 is a 2‑sphere.

Consider the fibration S2=r2 , r3L S̀ of (2.1). Then we have the fol‑
lowing homotopy exact sequence associated with the fiber space P : r3‑S4 ;

(12. 1) ‑nt(r3) L nt(S̀) riF ni.i(S2) ‑ rri.i(r3) ,
where d is the boundary homomorphism. For the boundary homomorphism A, we
have the formula

(12. 2) d(aoEP):=:(A(a))oP for aEITi,i(S̀)
where E:nti(St) ‑ ay+i(S"i) is the suspension homomorphism.

Consider the exact sequence ･
Td(S4) ‑ rre(S2) ‑ rr3(l"3).
Then rt3(l'3)==O by [4] and T3(S2) is an infinite cyclic group generated by Hopf

map rp2, Thus we have

(12. 3) ti(e4)=rp2
where e4 is a generator of ff4(S̀) =i{ l

Thus, from (12. 2) and (12. 3), we have

(12. 4) d(Eev) =A(e4)ev=v2*(a) for atEni‑i(S3).
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The homomorphism
i;},.* : rri(S3) ‑ rri(S2)

induced by Hopf map rp2 is an isomorphism onto for i)3.

Thus it foliows from (12.4) that the boundary homomorphism A:ffi(S̀) ,
rci‑i(S2) is an sp}it epimorphism for i }}i,4. Therefore we have an isomorphism

(12. 5) Ti(S̀) :l xi(I"3)Oni.i(S2)
for i>4.

It is well known that there is map h:S7 .S̀ whose Hopf invariant is ± 1
and that

'

(12. 6) EOh. : rri‑,(S3)erri(S7) ‑ ffi(S4)
an isomorphisms onto for all i.
Thus it fo!Iows from (12. 5)and (12. 6),

Proposition 12.Z. We have isomorPhisms
zi(IT3) = Ti(S7)
for i;}}ir4.

Consider the fibration P:E ‑ SM with fiber F. xm(SM) is an infinite cyclic
group generatecl by em. Let aErrm(E). Then there exists an integer q such that
P,(cr)=qcm where P* : rcm(E) ‑ Tm(SM) is the homomorphism induced by the proje‑
ction P. crErtm(E) is the homotopy class of a cross section of E if and only if q=1.

The image of P* : Tm(E) ‑ zm(SM) concides with the kernel of the boundary
homomorphism A : rrm(SM) ‑ rc,n‑i(F).
o.

Hence the fibration P:E ‑ SM admits a cross section if and only if ri(cm)=
Now we consider the fibration P: l"4 ‑‑‑p S6 with a fiber l"3. From ffs(l'?)=O

and the above remark, it follows that the fibration P:r4 ,S6 have a cross
section. Therefore we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 12. 2. There exists the isomorPhism onto
rti(['4) :: Ti(I]3)Oni(S6)
for all i.
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